Title of Programme
Preliminary Examination in Philosophy and Modern Languages

Brief note about nature of change:
Introduction of an overall distinction for candidates receiving a distinction in both parts of their examination.

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2016 (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/peieandmodelang/)

Effective date
For students starting from MT2017
For first examination from 2017-18

Detail of change
1.135. In the case of candidates who have satisfied the Examiners in three subjects at a single examination the Examiners may award a distinction either in Philosophy or in the Modern Language or in both to those who have done work of special merit. A candidate receiving distinction in both parts of their examination may receive an overall distinction.

Explanatory Notes
Introduction of an overall distinction for candidates receiving a distinction in both parts of their examination.